1. We will try our best- The collective support is powerful to help your customer see you.
Share everything you know, even your very best tips. Go out of your way to show your
prospects exactly what works

2. What I can do for you right now- The customer have a lot of things to tell you when you
ask this question. Build an undeniable reputation of integrity and you will not struggle to
attract people to you. People are looking to follow those who are completely honest and
not fake

3. I’m sorry for the inconvenience that you have faced- This strikes a big a point to you
when you are able to say sorry. Use creative ways to attract prospects to you. Do
whatever is necessary to attract people. With this phrase you can do it with it in getting
customers love you.

4. Long lasting offer- The customer will be able to appreciate your offer when you make it
plain. It’s much easier to retain the customers that you already have than to keep
attracting new ones all the time. So, in order to do this, make use of powerful words like
long lasting offer.

5. we sincerely appreciate- you have the customer’s attention at the end of every business
transaction when you make this comment. For every piece of content that you put online,
use magnetic, sizzling and benefit-driven headlines to entice people to read your content
and do what you want them to do. And the sincerity in this phrase does the magic.

6. It will be just what you ordered-It will not be better than what was ordered. Even if you believe
a substitute would be in the clients` best interest, that’s a topic for discussion, not something
you decide on your own. Your customer may not know or be at liberty to explain all the
ramifications of the purchase.

7. I appreciate your business-This means more than a simple, thank for the order. Genuine
appreciation involves, making sure that everything is performing satisfactorily and ascertaining
that the original problem has been solved.

8. Looking forward to seeing you again-This inspires confidence in the client and makes him think
you are sure of the quality of service delivered. He leaves you with a feeling that you are
customer oriented

9. Lifetime investment- This expands the time the customer expects at the end of the day.
Today’s customer is better educated and better informed, and has more choices than ever.
In the global economy, geographic distance between buyers and sellers is irrelevant. With
a phrase like lifetime investment, you are offering them confidence.

10. Limited offer- this puts the customer on toes to act. Customers don’t buy what your
company sells. Instead they buy what those goods and services do for them. To illustrate,
consider the following plea from an anonymous customer: Don’t sell me clothes. Sell me
a sharp appearance, style, and attractiveness.

11. Lowest rate- it gives the customer something to look at. Every customer comes with
certain expectations about the quality of the goods, the services, and the total experience
of dealing with your business. When you exceed his expectations he perceives the quality
as relatively high. When you fail to meet his expectations he perceives the quality as
relatively low.

12. Magical- This is life which is what a lot of people wants around them. People either
identify and connect with your story or they don’t. You can tell this story with the words
you make use for them.

13. Mammoth interest- Huge, biggest and largest with mammoth pulls the customer together.
For better or worse your customers have an opinion about the quality of service that you
offer, and collecting, gathering, and measuring those opinions on a regular basis provides
the crucial information that you need to keep them buying, multiplying, and coming back.

14. You are our priority- is what a lot of customers would love to make use. One thing
customers will readily pay for is peace of mind. As customers we all willingly go back to

people and businesses who sincerely want to help us and have our best interest at heart.
We want security, integrity, and the assurance that if there is a problem, it will be handled
at no extra cost. Credibility brings customers back.

15. Very Practical- This makes you realistic to customers. In today’s service-oriented
economy, excellent service is more than a competitive weapon – it’s a survival skill.
Knowing how to win and keep customers is the single most important skill that anyone
can learn.

16. Just Professional - The mention of the word professional is what may sell you fast. When
we think of success in business, most of us think in terms of dollars, cents, statistics,
facts, and figures. Yet all those measures of success are determined by the behavior of
customers and the employees who serve them. Reward customers, and you’ll create and
keep them

17. It is very Profitable- Yes! Everyone loves what gives them profit. You don’t have to be
a genius to create customers. But you do have to find practical, workable answers to what
I call the golden question: What’s the unmet want? The art of finding and meeting the
unmet want is the high road to winning customers.

18. We are Profusely hot- customers would drive toward you when you make use of this
phrase. Virtually every successful businessperson you ask will tell you that finding and
meeting unmet wants is the name of the game when it comes to winning customers. The
better you do this, the more customers you’ll win.And you do this words.

19. We are Proven & tested- a customer will be able to trust and get comfortable with you.
Consistency demonstrates commitment. You’re going to earn trust because you’re
consistent. Focus on marketing consistently which proves you are tested

Always strive for
excellence in everything you touch, going an extra mile. Your content and profiles
represent you online, so make sure it’s a true reflection of who you are and your high
standards are not compromised in any way.

20. The best Quality- Nothing stands out as quality for customers.

21. I definitely will make sure that it gets sorted- You have give customers the support they
need in a challenge. Focus on what customers want and need, help them to buy what’s
best for them, and make them feel good about it.

22. You will surely be able to enjoy- you are assuring an excellent service to
them.Appearances can be deceiving, but customers draw a lot of conclusions about the
quality of service on the basis of what they see. Anything your customer sees, feels,
touches, hears, or smells concerning your business is shaping his opinion of your service
for better or worse.

23. I absolutely agree- customers would not want to be proven wrong.If the customer’s
experience is rewarding, chances are he will buy recommend you to others, and come
back. If his experience is neutral, he may or may not come back. But if he walks away
feeling negative, he probably won’t be back and will likely tell up to twenty other people.

24. Why you need this- and they are willing to get your help as you attract them. People
want to know why you’re doing what you’re doing. Their “Why” may be the same as
yours or they may not even have identified it yet. Your “Why” can inspire people to
follow you.
25. I will take responsibility-Tell your customer that it is your responsibility to ensure a satisfactory
outcome to the transaction. Assure the customer you know what he expects and will deliver the
product or service at the agreed upon price. There will be no unexpected changes or expenses
required to solve the problem.

26. I will keep you updated-Even if your business is a cash and carry operation, it probably requires
scheduling and coordinating numerous events. Assure your customers they will be advised of
the status of the events. The longer the lead, the more important this is.
27. I will deliver on time- A due date that has been agreed upon is a promise that must be kept.
Close doesn’t count.

28. Monday means Monday-The first week in October means the first week in October, even
though it contains a national holiday. Your clients are waiting to hear you say, I deliver on time.
The supplier who consistently does that is a rarity and will be remembered.

29. Links to the best- you are driving them to platforms that would support them the more.
There is absolutely no substitute for an honest, unshakable, enthusiastic belief that the
products and services your business offers are the best available anywhere. Couple this
with a sincere passion for helping people, and you have an unbeatable combination for
creating and keeping customers.

30. You can count on us- customers have this phrase at the back of their mind when you have
their attention. Despite all of the untold millions of products and services for sale in
today’s marketplace, customers will exchange their hard-earned money for only two
things: Good feelings and Solutions to problems.

31. The perfect place to- Customers may not want to spend a lot of time moving from one.
place to another so with your phrase, they are comfortable. Stop pitching your business
opportunity and products/services on your family and friends and everyone you bump
into. Develop a compelling marketing message. Share how you help people to get the
results they want with this phrase

32. No inferior- You have gotten their attention which is what you need. When your offer
matches your prospects’ needs exactly, they will keep coming back for more and even
recommend you to others. And you can assure them this with no inferior quality.

33. Rest Assured Mr……”- customers sees you as a serious person when you use this. It’s
not about you, it’s about them. Focus on marketing so you can attract the right people

who need your help and solution. The rest assured pushes them to believe you have the
solution for them.

34. How can I help?- Customers want the opportunity to explain in detail what they want and need.
Too often, business owners feel the desire or the obligations to guess what customers need
rather than carefully listening first. By asking how you can help, you begin the dialogue on a
positive note. And by using an open ended question, you can invite discussion.
35. I can solve that problem-Most customers especially business to business customers are looking
to buy solutions. They appreciate direct answers in a language they can understand. A popular
marketing axiom states, “People don’t buy goods, they buy solutions to problems. They don’t
buy quarter-inch drill bits, they buy quarter-inch holes.” When people buy solutions to
problems, what they are actually buying is the expectation of feeling glad.

36. I don’t know but I will find out- When confronted with a truly difficult question that requires
research on your part, admit that you don’t know the answer. Few things ruin your credibility
faster than trying to answer a question you are unsure of all the facts. Savvy buyers may test
you with a few questions they know you can’t answer. And just sit quietly while you struggle to
fake an intelligent reply. An honest answer enhances your integrity.

37. We are efficient- means being effective without wasting time or energy and being
conscience of the end results of the project. No wants to waste time so being efficient
saves on having to do something again due to mistakes that might have been made in the
past. Do it right the first time to avoid wasting time to correct problems.

38. Simplified- All you can think of is perfectly taken care of in this simplified word. Take
for instance, simplified process’. This is going to give a customer something to look up
to. With this word, a customer will be attracted to you especially those who do not need
complex issues.
39. Sizable- portability is what a lot of people would appreciate . Sizable and simple to
handle can be the attracting force to you. This is the reason why the size is always put
into consideration when it comes to

40. Phenomenal hit- This means you have something that they may not get from others.
Selling is about the exchange of good/services for money. Meaning no money, no
goods/services. Rarely was anything done for free. You want it; you’ve got to pay for it.
Selling therefore is idea driven which attracts customers to you.

41. Significant- The customer is always right and would want to make use of something that
is vital. Marketing is about initiating a long term relationship with people. That is, the
focus of marketing is getting close to people. Meaning marketing is relationship driven
rather than word driven with phrases like ‘significant role’

42. Next-level- You have made it clear that customers are going to benefit in an advanced
level.It just makes things so much easier (and more fun) when you come as you are. Just
be yourself, be human, use your own voice, and know that that’s enough for you to be a
success. Remember, there are people out there who can only hear your message from
you. Don’t mess with that!

43. Immense benefit for you- The customers will be able identify with you when you make
use of this phrase. Your objective is not to launch yourself in under a millisecond as soon
as your customer foot has crossed the door and then blast the question 'can I help you Sir
or Madam' before they have had any time to survey their surroundings or even take
breath for that matter.

44. Incredible- That is the right word to use to attract customers.Only promise what you
know you can deliver. There will be times life gets in your way. Personal, family, work,
or tech issues will all trip you up. With the word, incredible Offer, you have the platform
to attract more customer.

45. Conquer the world with- They can now dare to do a lot of things when you make use of
this phrase. Having clarity about the kind of customers you want, how you want them to
respond and interact with you is very important to attracting your ideal clients into your
business. Always contribute productive, constructive feedback in meetings and
presentations, rather than shooting down ideas.

46. Perfect for you- customers love perfection which is the reason why you can get attraction
to them.Go above and beyond of what is expected of you. The extra effort will pay off in the
long run by not only keeping the clients you have. With the perfect word that is going to keep
them eventually to you.

47. Boost- As simple as the word is, it improves your status. Show your customer that you
care about them personally and that you offer quality at a fair price; that is the foundation
for a lasting relationship. Take the time to understand the customer. ‘Boost your
Business’ can be the phrase you will make use of when you need customers around you.

48. Free for you- The customer will come for you when you make things available without
price. Do small things that will stick in your customers' minds. When you give out items
free once in a while it boasts your customer’s base.

49. Fresh- The customer needs something new and innovative. Everyone needs to have some
kind of guarantee they are making the right decision to use the product or service. Even if
the guarantee has a limited time, people feel they can still change their minds about their
purchase at some point. Guaranteeing products and services earns the trust of the
consumer.

50. Strange but true- You have made it possible for your customers to understand what is
expected from you.This motivates them to attract your product. This creates a mental image of
a customer you would like to serve. This is because customers are the focal point of your
business.

51. Fantastic for you to – You got their attention and makes traffic heavy for you. With this
your customer will understand what you do. Remember that business is all about serving others.
When you project your business with great words like ‘Fantastic’ it gives them the assurance
that you are in for a great business.

52. Brilliant- intelligent and special for customers to make use of. You attract new customers
with this phrase, brilliant offer which may mean smart offer for you to get. Your goal is to create
awareness and make sure that your solution meets the buyers’ need.

53. Latest innovation- The innovation that is introduced to your phrase attracts customers to
you.Once you understand who your customer is you will better be able to identify with your
phrase. Content that assists in meeting this goal proves that your solution provides more value.
And the word, ‘latest’ is such word.

54. Mind-blowing result for you- The way you talk to your customers matters a lot. And this
what will help you make a great sell.The key to success is to make the connection between
content and their need. The larger the prize, the more new clients we get in return. Mind
blowing is a word that would drive the market for you.

55. Creative- It pulls customers to come to you because you have given them something to
think about.If you are looking to attract prospects, convert them to customers and keep them
coming back, this is what you need to use for that feat.

56. Mega- It is huge and big, your customer have a lot of things to deal with when you make
use of this word rightly.Understand your customer better when you make use of the word,
huge. It has a massive way of improving your customer base within a short time.

57. Excellent service- the service you are offering to people is what would help them
appreciate you.If you treat customers with the utmost respect and patience, they come to you.
Words that are exciting and attractive for customers which is the reason why you can make
exceptional difference.

58. Ridiculous cheap- You have their attention!!! That is the first thing you need to attract
them. Make the customer feel comfortable with your product or service when it comes to price
you are giving them.

59. Exceptional—it is different and you have proven that with your word.Provide an
environment that they will feel safe in. You can do the same when you look the part. You can't
attract new customers when they don't know you exist with exceptional services.

60. Simply Intelligent- nobody loves a dull client, you have told them you are intelligent and
they believe you. A customer's loyalty to your company, as well as your products or
services, is directly proportional to the loyalty you show them. When you prove you are
smart, they come to you.

61. Absolutely true- You are saying the truth to them. This is a very important key to acquiring
and attracting customers. The truth is what you need to survive in the business. This is why you
should always present your customers with the truth.

62. Fast, timely and effective- customers are convinced you are the best for them.
Customers and clients love big bold promises that make their lives better and keep their
costs down. Don't be shy about upping your promise-making when you use this phrase.

63. new and innovative- It procreates a lot of action traffic for you. This is a ridiculously
profitable and successful strategy—yet few retailers have the guts to do it. I encourage
you to give it a try. It is new and innovative!!!

64. You are Guaranteed- trust is assured to these customers. Words are powerful, this is
reason why you need to make use. Sales are the result of how people perceive you,
gained through marketing & experience. And with you giving them an assurance of what
they are buying, it becomes easier for you to win them.

65. One Thing you need to- The customer will want to know what makes it helpful to them.
Most of clients are too busy to spend a lot of time on the internet. And because of this
you should make use of words that would support them in making quick decision.

66. Highest offer for you- customers look up to you in terms of options. What is important to
them is what you can do for them. You build guest loyalty by taking care of them while
they are in your bar. With the offer that is highest you have the best thing for them.

67. We have huge rewards – This is a phrase that brings customers to you. By showing the
customer that they come first, are sincerely valued and that they are being given loyalty,
it should warrant a mutual response with your rewards.

68. We respond Immediately- the time frame makes you look professional. Make this the
foundation for all your decision making and more customers will be there. When people
leave happy, they become long-term customers and tell their friends that you can do
things within a short time.

69. We have Improved- This tells customers to feel safe with you.Build a genuine
relationship with them that will make it difficult for them to desire to go anywhere else
for business. You can do this easily with your words like improved.

70. It is Informative- Information cannot be neglected with customers. This is huge. Certain
words make your clients light up and others fall flat. When you provides phrases that are
informative, a lot of people seem to identify with you

71. Instructions for you- With this you got something special to give your customers. You
give them instructions and they are willing to hear you out. However, the words you
make use of is what would help you get that perfect customer base.

72. Innovative and exciting- customer will be attracted when they see these sentence. Yes!!
The phrase alone is giving them something to look out for when they do business with
you. You have that great and amazing idea to help them.

73. We are the largest- This word supersedes a lot of expectations for customers. You have
made it clear you are the best in your field. And when you tell them this, they look up to
you as the best without fear.

74. Latest options- innovative, advancing and exceptional is what this is all about. Everyone
has a free offer, you have to make yours super enticing so you can stand out. A great way to
create this irresistible offer, think of five things that you would want someone to give you free.

75. Lavishly bestowed and rewarding- the phrase is sellable and able to direct you to a lot of
customers. You have to spend money to make money. Make them feel good about spending
their money. This can all be highly effective way to attract new customers When you make it
easier for them with rewards.

76. Liberal and helpful.- it makes it possible for customers as they are able to choose. So
many people seek out small companies because they want to form more intimate relationships
and have personalized experiences. This is what you can do with your words.

77. I will be more than glad – Your willingness to customers will go a long way in helping
you. People remember the kindness and smiles you share with them and how you made them
feel, not what kind of car you drove or what designer clothing you wore.

78. I completely understand the reason why / your situation- customer love people who
reasons alongside them when they are in need. You are there for them. You understand
what they feel and is ready to support them. This is what would help you get customer
base within a short time.

79. We will help you- You have made it clear that you are going to help them and they would
always want to come back to you. What customers think is true. Unfortunately, it
may not be supported by the facts. Understand that they will hold on to this
truth and do not fight to change their mind.

80. No hidden charges- a lot of customers are afraid of what will happen to them when they
make transaction but this clears it away.Words alone are very powerful and they
have a big influence what your customers think. If you don’t set both of these
groups’ expectations up front, your company will never be able to excel in
customer service.

81. happy to assist- Your willingness to make things easier for them.Only ever offer a
customer or client something that you are sure you can give them. It is better not to
mention a delivery date and deliver tomorrow than it is to say you’ll deliver tomorrow
and then don’t. It is better to tell your hotel guests that the fire alarm system is being
tested in the morning than let them find out for themselves.

82. Best customer care- The customer care unit is an engine house that would
support.customers, if you can assure them of a good one, you are on your way to success.
Stick to deadlines, make sure you turn up promptly for any appointments and never make

promises you cannot keep. If situations change then let the customer know as soon as
possible.

83. Effective Call Centre- you will attract a lot of people who would want to inquiry about a
lot of services.Try to make every customer’s experience a positive one that they’ll
remember and talk to others about. Be helpful, be courteous and polite – give a little
extra if possible, even if it is just some advice or extra information about the product or
service they are buying or interested in buying.

84. We give preference to- This has given a customer something to think about. What makes
your business special? What is unique, different, important? Be able to clearly answer the
question, "Why should I choose to turn my money over to your business when there are
so many other choices." This is what this preference is all about.

85. We recommend- You will see that a lot of customers would benefit by your
recommendation and come back to you. Remember that business is all about serving
others. They are the only ones who will put money in your bank account. The more a
business is about serving others and the less it is about you and your needs, the more
people come to you.

86. We will surely ensure that- There is nothing as excellent as getting a customer convinced
that you are ready to do the best. If you can't resolve the customer's complaint, volunteer
to get someone who can. Don't wait for the customer to get angrier and demand to see
the manager.

87. What I will do for you right away – You are ready to help people which is the reason why
you are making a beautiful phrase for them. Make sure that you direct you message to
this customer and not to some general population. Really try to connect with people.
Make it possible that you help them in the future with any support.

88. what I can do for you – Your customer will be glad he or she came to get from you. A
customer is like a prized possession. Do not forget about your customers. Everyone loves
attention and has a need to know that others care about them. There are many ways to
keep in touch with your customers.

89. You should not- This tells them not to…in some certain issues. Once you have a few
customers that like what you have to offer, enlist them to help you. This is known as
acquiring customers by referral. Most happy customers will gladly tell others about you,
but most of the time they will not think about it unless you give them a reason or
incentive.

90. We are glad we met you- The assurance is what you would give your customers to visit
you again and again. There are many ways to do this. Depending on who your customer
is, some methods will work better than others. Once you understand who your customer
is you will better be able to identify where he is to be found.

91. We would suggest that- This means you have the suitable conditions for your customers
to choose from. The better you can focus and direct your marketing efforts to those
people most likely to actually pay for what you do the better it will work. Some different
media that may be useful to you

92. To avoid a similar inconvenience in future we request you to- This will tell your
customer that you have an option for them. You have made it easy for them to understand
that you have them in mind even after business. And they are willing to stand with you always
as faithful customers.

93. Why you need to- You have given the customer that option of making it with you now
and again in business. Customers are the focal point of your business. Who are they?
What motivates them? Are they rich or poor? Educated or not? Where are they? Create a
mental image of a customer you would like to serve and use this image when you are
creating marketing campaigns.

94. Did we serve you better- at the end of a business , you would ask the customer questions
that directs to serving them better.The customer is literally treated like a number, and
terms like “correspondence” create the feeling that a letter is being written to a 16th
century nobleman.

Instead, get friendly, personable and casual.

95. Benefits- Always benefits and supports to your customers.You already know that a
memorable moment in customer service doesn’t have to break the bank, so if customers
request something special or if employees notice an opportunity to do something out of
the ordinary, encourage them to follow through.

96. For Special customers like you- they believe that they are very special customers to
you.When a customer decides to invest in your business, act like you give a
damn! While customer appreciation may feel like a lost art, it offers an opportunity for
you to remind customers that you are a business that is worth buying from and that you
plan to earn their loyalty.

97. scheme for your requirements- Customers who are taken care of when it comes to choice
would always come back. Providing good customer service is often a matter of common
sense, but that doesn't mean it comes naturally to all business owners. This is why it is
important to create a requirement for your customers.

98. We are experts- That is one assurance that will always bring customers to you.Avoiding
language that sounds passive-aggressive, clearly stating why customers are being
transferred, and avoiding slang or technical jargon are of paramount importance here.

99. We never fail to deliver- The customer will not doubt this word when you make use of it.
What a customer does when they are unhappy. They complain to friends, on social
media, and even sometimes to you. Your business reputation is only as good as your
customer’s last experience. Everyone that interacts with your customers should
understand this.

100.
We made it special- customers would love something special.When you make it
clear that you have created something special, it will attract more customers to you. This
is a phrase that does not stop getting the attention of customers. And when you have
made your product special, you are on the go for a huge traffic.

101.
Startling- Wao!! They want to hear you out. Starling Discovery! Imagine the
effect it has on you. The discovery is what everyone would want to know. And when you
have gotten their attention, it is now easier for you to make your stance on your product.

102.
Strange- Everyone who want to know what you are talking about. Strange should
be a word that needs to be used with care. A creative use of strange like; strange &
profitable can put you on the face of customers. And when you do, a lot of people are
bounds to visit you.

103.
Strong and effective- customers wants something that would help them stand. The
strength that you are offering and the effectiveness will help you attack your customers.
This is what you can easily do when you make use of the words in your customer
attraction.

104.
Sturdy- This word is a killer if you use it well. Just like strong, it is a word that
would give your customers that edge and support they need to make use of your products
and services. All you need to do is to pull yourself together and show them that you can
help them.

105.
How can I help?- it helps explain in detail what they want and need. Help or
assistance will help you do the unimaginable when it comes to winning the hearts of
customers. If you can offer help, you have customers.

106.
You can be helped- the desire or the obligations to guess what customers need
rather than carefully listening first. Just like how can I help? This is a phrase that is
powerful and exciting for you to use.

107.
We are going to support-Few things ruin your credibility faster than trying to
answer a question you are unsure of all the facts. Make it known you can support or help
as much as possible. This is what would help your customers see you in a friendly way.

108.
Savvy Experts- an intelligent customer will embrace this. The world is moving in
a fast pace that someone who is not able to help them achieve an aim with experience and
intelligence may not make a difference. This is why the phrase is catchy and attractive.

109.
Integrity we maintain- An honest answer enhances your integrity. That is all you
need you say. It is a something that would give you that leverage to have a good rapport
with new customers. They can trust you and have that confidence in you.

110.
We will take responsibility-Tell your customer that it is your responsibility
to ensure a satisfactory outcome to the transaction. Your customers would be able to
understand that you have a lot to do with their future and interest. Responsibility counts it
all.

111.
We assure- They expects service at the agreed upon price. Assurance is what you
need to offer your customers if they would have to come back. And when you have been
able to give them this support that you are going to be there for them, it would be so
much easier for you to attract your customers.

112.
Mind blowing Result- You will get customers with ease when you make use of
this phrase. They need your words that would give them the leverage for coming to you
and getting excellent results. If you can do this with huge word that would catch their
attention, you would have your reward.

113.
Successful- Who doesn’t want to be a success? Customers are first. If you give
them success they go and come back with recommendations. Assure them of success and
you see them coming to you.

114.
Superior quality- It supersedes your competitors catchy words. Quality cannot be
neglected when it comes to customers. They want to be assured that they are getting the
best from you. And if you are able to do this, it would be easy for you to get more
customers.

115.
Surprise Awaits You- This alone will attract curiosity to you. The surprise is what
would give your customers something to look up to. If you can create this surprise,
customers will always come to you to expect something at the end of the transaction.

116.
Terrific- The word will give you something to hold on. Terrific offer!!! They are
willing to listen to you. You have to create your phrase to look tempting and innovative.
If you can do this, you have a lot of things to gain at the end of the day.

117.
It is tested- You have given them a hope that they need. A product that is tested
and trusted cannot be overlooked by a customer. This is the reason why it is imperative
that you make it clear that you are for real.

118.
Tremendous impact when used- for consumers, the result is all they need.Show
your customers that they can actually trust you. Be transparent. Be ethical. Be exactly
what it is they think the world is lacking.

119.
Unconditional- You make it so simple for them to buy when you put
unconditional. Take a look at what your competitors are doing to please clients and do
more. Offer an incentive for making customer referrals if they are pleased with your
service.

120.
Unique- The uniqueness is what will differentiate your work from others when it
comes to customers. Anything that can be done to build trust and confidence also creates
lasting customer loyalty. Whether it's a little thing like returning a phone call or email
promptly or a big thing like making your client look brilliant, you're always either
building trust and confidence

121.

Unlimited- The customer is rest assured that there is no end to the product. they

will come! The only one definite way you are going to fail to attract targeted and endless
prospects to you is if you quit. Keep going with this unlimited offer to customers.

122.

Unparalleled- Action in its description when you make use of the word. Use

creative ways to attract prospects to you. Do whatever is necessary to attract people, even
it means doing extra 5% that no one else is doing. Come up with something that only you
can offer.

123.

Fashionable- Every customer wants to look different. Not too many though as no

choice would be made. They can be packaged in terms of pricing, features and so on.
You’d be giving people some flexibility with this fashionable word.

124.
Unusual- it is not all the time they see this. Your customer should feel like they
are the only customer. They don't want to know about anyone else. For every piece of
content that you put online, use magnetic, sizzling and benefit-driven headlines to entice
people to read your content and do what you want them to do.

Useful- The benefits will always attract a lot of people to you. While everyone is
sharing good things about products, systems and companies, share the bad side of
things. Warn people not to waste their money on certain products and systems and back
up your claims. Remember, people want honesty.

125.

126.
Valuable- It is very useful and customers love useful things.The key to happy
customers that keep coming back (and sending you all their friends) lies within their
personality type! If you can quickly read their personality, you will know exactly what
they need from you to both create a great first impression

127.
Wealth- Money.Money makes the world go round. If your product doesn't solve
their problem, don't keep pushing; rather, recommend another solution. That's the final
test that shows them that when they come to you, they won't get any product shoved
down their throat and you really just want to help them solve their problem

128.
Weird- Wait a minute, they want to hear more. In order for your clients to become
raving fans, give them what they want/need. Get results for them and they will refer.
Don't be arrogant enough to believe that you deserve a referral

129.
Wonderful opportunity for you- So, how can you break into that little “circle of
trust” and grab yourself a handful of new customers to get your small business off the
ground?That is the nail that you will use in hitting them.There will be no unexpected
changes or expenses required to solve the problem.

130.
We will keep you updated-Even if your business is a cash and carry
operation, it probably requires scheduling and coordinating numerous events.

131.
You are assured- Assure your customers they will be advised of the status of the
events. Never promise more than you absolutely know you can deliver, and then do your
utmost to deliver more than you promised. Nothing in my experience has gotten more
customer loyalty than customers getting more than they were promised.

132.
We will deliver on time- A due date that has been agreed upon is a
promise that must be kept. Always remember, your clients don't want to buy your
product, they want you to solve their own problem. If you can be the person who listens,
understands, re-frames and solves their problem for them, they will come back

133.
We produce results- Exactly and it drives a lot of customers to you.Your
customers come to you because you or your products solve some type of problem or
create an opportunity. Take it one step further; don't stop at just your product as a
solution.

134.
Safety assured- Customers are at rest with this phrase. Become a master at
facilitating questions and conversations. Get others to think by asking them action
oriented thinking questions: "How might you approach a problem such as this?" "How
might you go about changing that?"

135.
Save- Money and time us what comes to the mind of the customer.
Business is not a business without a customer. It’s really hard to pay for customers when
you are just getting started, so why not get them for free so they save some money.

136.
Last chance- Oh boy, you have hit the hammer hard on them and they are
rushing. Loyal customers become fans when you wooo them with authentic service. Treat
each interaction with your customers like a first date. Impress, engage and electrify them.
Keep the relationship new with special offers, thank you's and discounts

137.
The truth about- You are telling the facts without lies.People still have
hopes and dreams and want solutions to their most burning problems. The BIG elephant
in the room, however, is the fact that it’s MUCH harder to acquire a new customer these
days. Truth is what would help you get your customers.

138.
How to get- It always work when you make use of them effectively. You
need a new bag of tricks that you can dig into any time your customer base is getting a
little scarce… and I have just the thing for you. How to get makes it easier for you to
make this possible.

139.
I apologize for our mistake- this is sincerity that would sell you. Even so,
mistakes sometimes happen, so create customer loyalty by apologizing and do service
recovery by giving the individual something of value for the inconvenience.

140.
Let me make it right- A phrase that is awesome and enticing to you. People are
really gun-shy about going with a new supplier, a new service, a new widget
manufacturer, or even a new restaurant during tough times. They like to go with the
things they are comfortable with. They like to go with the people that they know they can
trust.

141.
'Thank you for your business- you can telling them to come back again and
again.Always try and exceed your customer's expectations. If they can leave your site
feeling that they have truly gained something from visiting or purchasing from you, they
simply won't be able to resist the temptation to return.

142.
We are here 247- This alone will support you in convincing customers to come to
you.This is business basic that is still the best way to instill customer loyalty. Be all that
you can be in your business and they'll recognize it. It really is that simple.

143.
Monday means Monday-It makes you professional. Be honest through
both the good and the bad -- and make sure that you under-promise, over-deliver and
establish a real relationship with your client

144.
I deliver on time- Your clients are waiting to see their products delivered. The
best way to keep our customers coming back is outstanding customer service. It isn't
about turning a dollar today; it's about keeping a customer for life with time delivery.

145.
We never fail- you will have given them a trust that will not be neglected. What’s
missing that you can provide? To get to that answer, start paying attention to the things
your customers do and say. Then, find something you can provide that they need, and do
it.

146.
It will be just what you ordered-It will not be better than what was
ordered.This strategy is ideal for service businesses and professional service firms. First,
take a hard look at who your customers are and then give them the assurance about their
orders.

147.
I appreciate your business-This means more than a simple, thank for the order.
Also, when you see a repeat customer, do acknowledge and reward that repeat business to
turn them into raving loyal with your appreciations.

148.
Genuine appreciation- ascertaining that the original problem has been solved is
great.They will WANT to spend time with you and coming back to you all the time to do
business will be their excuse to do so.

149.
Looking forward to seeing you again- inspires confidence in the client.
Only when you're regularly helping them will they truly value their relationship with you.
The more you sell, the happier they'll be with you

150.
Customer oriented- gives customers a feeling that you are friendly. Customers
will sing your praises and send you referral business. Don't make customers jump

through hoops to get problems managed. Reform your system so that issues get resolved
with ease

151.
Easy on you- there is no harsh word for the customer to digest.When
customers complain, feel their pain. Ask for more information and let them vent. Then
turn their pain into pleasure. Become the hero who solves problems and you create
extreme loyalty.

152.
Guaranteed- It is what sells you faster. There are a lot of gimmicks for
bringing customers back—and I won't say that I haven't tried some of them! But the
bottom line is this: deliver what you say you will deliver when you say you will deliver it,
follow up, and ask for input

153.
Health related- health is always going to attract customers to you. When
you have made it easier for people to understand that you are health oriented, it would be
simple for people to get attracted to you.

154.

Discover- They are all ears to know what you want them to discover.

Build an undeniable reputation of integrity and you will not struggle to attract people to
you. People are looking to follow those who are completely honest and not fake.

155.
Love when you come to us- It is so easy and simple to attract customers.A
little appreciation can go such a long way. Not only will you retain the customers that
you send your appreciation package to, but you will most likely gain new ones from
simple word of mouth.

156.

Money- Customers jump when they hear or see money . They are a great

way to prompt your prospects to take action. The key is to offer freebies that contain
valuable information and tips. You can also offer discounts on your products and/or
sign-up fee.

157.
New- A three letter word that will inspire people to come to you. The
innovation and addition of new features will help you attract a lot of people to you.
Customers love new items and the word would definitely spice up their imagination.

158.
Proven- Yes, they are happy that you are given them something great.
You have to prove to customers that you able to help them achieve their aims. This is
what would help you get a lot of customers to yourself.

159.
We are one of the best- you are not seeing you are the best but you are
good. Satisfying a customer isn't enough; you need to delight them as often as you can-to do something that gets them telling stories about you. You can sell a beautiful gown
and they'll be happy, but if you call to see how the event went, they'll talk about you.

160.
We expect to see again- they will always come back because you appreciate
them.That's easy: Wow them on two fronts. If you provide either a product or service that
does more and costs less than the customer had hoped--AND provide a customer
experience that exceeds expectations, you've just created a fan.

161.

Thanks for your visiting- customers have feelings which must be respected. Have

a clear vision of where you are headed and what you want your business to become. If
you don’t know where you are going, then nobody will want to follow you. Appreciation
is one of the ways of getting customers

162.

'I'm not sure, but I will find out.'- Truth is bitter but it always do wonders. Don’t

do things like everyone else does. Dare to be different. Look for new ways to help your
prospects. With this phrase, you are sure you are getting customers.

163.

What can we do for you?- customers want to be pampered. If your content is top-

notch and like none other, helps people, solves their problems and impacts them in big
ways, then you’ll make an impression on people and stand apart.

164.
'What else can I do for you?'- you are going ahead with more offers on what to
help them with.

165.

The most important thing- Indeed, this is the most important thing you can offer.

You’re going to earn trust because you’re consistent. Focus on marketing consistently.
You must never stop marketing or market only when you want to. You need to keep
attracting prospects to you and build the momentum.

166.

'What is most convenient for you?'- You got them with this phrase. They allow

people to watch over your shoulder as you show them step-by-step processes of doing
some things. When you are willing to help people achieve their aims, you have visitors to
yourself.

We hope to meet you again- The customers will always come back to you. Be
willing to help people when they need help. People follow leaders who have their best
interests at heart, who go out of their way to help them. When you care about people,
you’ll help them.

167.

168.

'How may I serve you?'- You have the word that will change them with this offer.

Don’t be afraid to express yourself and to raise your opinions. Of course, you need to do
this with some respect

169.
Did we achieve your desire?- Customers are intelligent people and would love to
be helped. You will attract more people to you like cheese attracts mice if you make
complex strategies easy to understand and implement.

170.

'How did we do?'- You have asked a question that would help you attract you.

Always strive for excellence in everything you touch, going an extra mile. Your content
and profiles represent you online, so make sure it’s a true reflection of who you are and
your high standards are not compromised in any way.

171.
We are thankful for your service- you have made them understand that you are
grateful. Of course there’s nothing wrong with wanting to get as many customers as you
can, but you also have to treat your existing clients honestly and fairly. And this has to do
with appreciation of their services to you.

172.

'Glad you're here!'- They feel so important and special when you use this phrase.

Develop a positive mindset so you can treat your business like a business and be able to
overcome any challenges that you may encounter along the path to success.

173.
We have been proven- Your customers would have an assurance to use your
service. And if you are in the habit of over-delivering, any mistake on your part would be
easily forgiven and forgotten

'Thank you.'- The 2 most important words that sells. They will be confident that
you will be able to help them again and again with your appreciation. People buy from
those they know, like and trust. Work towards earning people’s trust – it’s a huge factor.
No trust=no sales.

174.

175.

Killer- this word changes a lot when you make use of it. It’s not about you, it’s

about them. Focus on marketing so you can attract the right people who need your help
and solution. So with a killer word, you get it right.

176.

Serious- This presents you as an expert. Exceed your prospects’ expectations by

over-delivering in everything you do. They will not look anywhere else as they know you
never disappoint.

177.

Stellar- customers are able to come to you when you use this word. Stop pitching

your business opportunity and products/services on your family and friends and
everyone you bump into. Develop a compelling marketing message.

Tremendous and exceptional- It is what will sell you fast to customers. The worst
thing that you could do online is to provide misleading information. Always validate your
claims, you want to build trust, not break it. This is the reason why you should show
customers that you care.

178.

179.

Rockstar- Influence and powerful when you make use of the word. There is only

one you, take advantage of that and stand out from the crowd. Don’t be afraid to express
your personality.

180.

We capture the best- Customers will love you when you get. Become a “go-to”

person and a resource in your niche. Very powerful when people come to you with
burning questions, knowing that you’ll point them in the right direction.

181.
Amazing result for you- it is very important that you prove to customers that you
have solutions for them. First impressions last. Paint the right picture in your prospects’
minds. Use your best pictures, even if it means getting them professionally done. You

want to be perceived as a leader with confidence, who knows what s/he is doing and who
can help people solve their problems.

Unreal- it is a word that has made it possible for you to get your customers. With

182.

so much out there to choose from, you must make yourself stand out in some regard. Be
yourself and let your personality shine through your words, unreal can be positive if you
use right like unreal but productive.

183.
be

Easier for you- simple for customers to make use with attraction. Of course, you want to
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184.
Ultimate- You have made it possible for customers to believe in you with this. Let
the world know that you are unique in your own way. Attraction marketing puts a great
emphasis on having your own Unique Selling Point in place and not getting lost with
other similar businesses

185.

Perfection- you have made it clear that you are ready for business with this word.

The key to having people like you is to build rapport with them. It’s easier to relate and
connect with people who share the same interests and aspirations as our own because
you have proven to be perfect.

186.
Major breakthrough- This phrase is something that would attract a lot of people to
you. Several words are considered “hot buttons” to get reactions for people. These simple
everyday words are proven to get great results in any market with any client or customer.
Use the hot button words to increase the earning potential of the business.

187.
It is striking- You got the best word to use because it strikes something on the
customer. . Even if you are a web publisher running a website or blog to earn advertising
revenue, you may find learning to use these words helpful for your site promotion
campaigns with striking.

188.
Secrets revealed- You have given customers something to look up to. People do
not like to wait for anything, especially services or products. Waiting is not time efficient
in the day where many people have busy lives. Produce the services or products fast and
the client or customer will be forever grateful. They will return in the future for more
services and products when you are able to do with secrets revealed.

189.
It is a high-quality- the quality of what you are presenting makes it awesome. No
wants to waste time so being efficient saves on having to do something again due to
mistakes that might have been made in the past. Do it right the first time to avoid wasting
time to correct problems with high quality words.

Quick- fast, timely and effective for customers to use. Your prospects want what
you have. So, show them how you run your business and how you get your results. Share
your daily planner, your goals and achievements.

190.

191.
It is power packed- you may not know what you have said as a lot of customers
come to you. No one wants to be taken advantage of. People need to know the product
and service is legitimate and with proven results.

192.
Dangerous- a killer word that is going to sell you to your customer. To be able to
trust a person, product, or service is critical for business to survive. Be trustworthy for
everything done by the business and in the personal life. the word dangerous is what can
drive your traffic.

193.
Why You Need us- you have made them realize that they are doing the right
thing. People want to know why you’re doing what you’re doing. Their “Why” may be the
same as yours or they may not even have identified it yet. Your “Why” can inspire people
to follow you.

194.
Best bargain- Once it was bargain, now they have the best bargain in the world
from you. Using the mentioned words will boost the sales of the business. Consumers
need to feel safe, secure, and respected. Showing appreciation for their needs will be
extremely beneficial and profitable.

195.
Exciting to work with you- The zeal of you to work with them will help you
attract them to you. Learn to give endlessly without expecting anything in return. Give as
much as you can give, don’t hold anything back. Share everything you know, even your
very best tips, for free.

196.
Stunning- Ladies will appreciate this word and for guys, they are attracted too.
People need to know the product or service has a good history. No one wants to use
something that will not produce they are seeking.
197.
Guarantee—always going to support your customers to come again and
again.Offer your prospects something they would do anything to get. Also make them
aware that they may return the product for whatever reasons, no questions asked. People
like solution-driven and “no-risk” purchases. For example, give people money back
guarantee for 30 or 60 days.

198.
“Hey guys, We are here Again.”- This phrase is action-like to give customers
something to think. The customer is attracted with the phrase. We are here again means a
lot of speculation to the customer who is ready to hear you out. Yea, you got them with
this. You have made it known you are back to help them.
199.
“I thought you might want to check it out.”- Customers get interested in checking
out this. You have made it open for them to check on you. There is a build-up of

suspense that will attract your customers. They would always this urge for them to think
along with. Nothing attracts a customer like this action words.
200.
You will surely be able to enjoy- The assurance of making customers see
something good in you is what you need to stand out. There is this ease with which you
have made it possible for customers to get identified with you. Customers love great
platforms where they can enjoy themselves. It is easy to attract customers with soothing
and exciting words. This means you have to keep the customer engaged with positive
words.
201.
You will ONLY be charged- the hidden charges will be eliminated when you
make use of this.
Everywhere you go everyone and anyone will tell you that one of the most important
things to making a successful business. Nothing is more appealing then knowing if you
drive down the road a mile you’ll find the same product for two dollars cheaper. Inbound
marketing is not about the tools you use; it's about how you use the tools. The people
who enjoy those are people who generally enjoy the types of unique products and gifts
we offer.
202.
We have a variety of- the offer is huge which will make the customer want to
come back again. People like to chat, especially stay at home moms who don’t get out
often. Successful inbound marketing can follow a customer through their entire lifecycle.
This will create room for people especially perfectionist. You can have lower prices but
offer more product and more brands to attract customers.

203.
It’s a wonderful service- You have made it clear that working with them was
awesome and great. While you want to make a profit to stay afloat in the business world,
you have the customers to yourself. You also need to make sure you are still fairly
competitive with other business of the same kind and maybe a little lower with more
products to offer which will offset the lower prices. Word of mouth travels extremely fast
and we all know that when we hear something.

204.
This is the best plan- The customer will come for you when you make things
available without price. Now yes there are certain extenuating circumstances that you
would make an impression with customers. This is obviously one of the more important
aspects of the business world which you need with this phrase. Knowledge of the product
you are selling is what your customer wants to know.

205.
“I love meeting you in person.”-The friendly phrase gives customers a
confidence of importance. With this your customer will understand what you do.
Remember that business is all about serving others. It is very crucial that all employees
have complete knowledge in the product or services being offered in a business. The
more a business is about serving others and the less it is about you and your needs the
better it will work.

206.
You-This word personally involves a customer to be part of a conversation. This
makes your business special and attractive. And customer will get attracted to you. They
are the only ones who will put money in your bank account. And this makes sure that you
direct you message to the customer and not to some general population. Use this image
when you are creating marketing campaigns.
207.
Can- The customers believe they can with this word.Understand your customer
better when you make use of the word. This motivates them to attract your product. This
creates a mental image of a customer you would like to serve. This is because customers
are the focal point of your business.

208.
Easy – This suggests that it is going to be simple to do. You attract new customers
with this phrase. Your goal is to create awareness and make sure that your solution meets
the buyers’ need. Businesses need to share this informational content and have it written
for prospects that are in research mode. And you have this to make your customers trust
you.

209.
Get – It is action personalified for a customer. Businesses that successfully
convert new customers from social media create and distribute content that provides
proof points to the sale with this. Once you understand who your customer is you will
better be able to identify with your phrase. Content that assists in meeting this goal
proves that your solution provides more value.

210.
New – The word is irresistible as everyone needs something new. If you are
looking to attract prospects, convert them to customers and keep them coming back, this
is what you need. The key to success is to make the connection between content and their
need. The larger the prize, the more new clients we get in return.

211.
Exclusive – This word is just for a specific set of customers! Are you wondering
how you’re going to increase sales? If you treat customers with the utmost respect and
patience, they come to you. People will learn through word-of-mouth that your company
is a reputable brand to do conduct business with. Finding new customers is a fundamental
challenge for every business.

212.
Exciting – It gives a customer something to be excited about. Many businesses
lack proper customer service and eventually, it cripples them. This is what you can take
care of with your words. Words that is exciting and attractive for a customer which is the
reason why you can make exceptional difference. Customers appreciate a trustworthy
person which is what you are able to do with this attraction word.

213.
Free – This is a killer word for customers! A business dies every two hours. It's
nice when you can open a business and attract new customers the next day. But none of
those things happen without good planning. People don't know where you are and what
you do. Without a good plan, and the proper execution, businesses die very quickly.

214.
Gift – The mention of the word ‘Gift’ attracts customers! It's great when a web
site guarantees your profitability. Make the customer feel comfortable with your product
or service. Provide an environment that they will feel safe in. You can do the same when
you look the part. You can't attract new customers when they don't know you exist.

215.
Love – It gives customers an intimate level in a conversation. A business dies
every two hours. It's nice when you can open a business and attract new customers the
next day. But none of those things happen without good planning. People don't know
where you are and what you do. Without a good plan, and the proper execution,
businesses die very quickly.

216.
Delivered- This is what a customer would love to know after purchase. It's great
when a web site guarantees your profitability. Make the customer feel comfortable with
your product or service. Provide an environment that they will feel safe in. You can do

the same when you look the part. You can't attract new customers when they don't know
you exist.

217.
Direct – This takes away fear away and put trust! Advertise yourself. Let people
know you exist. If, they can't buy from you, you cannot have a great database.
Advertising greatly increases your chances of success. You can't attract new customers if
they are not comfortable with you.

218.
Immediately – Time is spoken about which attracts customers! Give people
reasons to buy. An effective message attracts new customers. Be proactive when you do
this. By anticipating your customers’ needs and responding to them without being asked.

219.
Lifetime – Oh! Durability of a product is going to stir eyebrows when mentioned.
Always contribute productive, constructive feedback in meetings and presentations,
rather than shooting down ideas. Having clarity about the kind of customers you want,
how you want them to respond and interact with you is very important to attracting your
ideal clients into your business.

220.
Results – The word proves it is going to be beneficial. Whether you’re dealing
with clients, colleagues, employees, or the competition, it’s important to maintain a fully
professional demeanor at all times. Your ideal clients are the people who see the value in
your efforts, seek out your services and are willing to invest in your services and pay you
what you are worth.

221.
Savings – Money saving will bring customers to you. If you don't spend any
money, you won't be making any. This is a basic fact of business. An effective message

gives people reasons to spend their money with your business. These are easy techniques
that you can use yourself.

222.
Bargain – The customer is getting something that is worth more than he or she is
paying. Don't scare the customers. You have to spend money to make money. Make them
feel good about spending their money. This can all be highly effective way to attract new
customers. Remember, to follow this phrase and give people a reason to buy and they
will

223.
How –the details can be provided which is expected by a customer. You represent
your business more than anyone associated with it. This is determining who is most likely
to be interested in buying from you. The best way to grow a thriving business is to focus
your marketing to attract your ideal client.

224.
Hurry –urgency is created and tells customers how to act fast. This will create
room for people especially perfectionist. You can have lower prices but offer more
product and more brands to attract customers. Everywhere you go everyone and anyone
will tell you that one of the most important things to making a successful business.
Nothing is more appealing then knowing if you drive down the road a mile you’ll find the
same product for two dollars cheaper.

225.
Offer – Suggests that the customer is not getting a permanent arrangement.
Advertise yourself. Let people know you exist. If, they can't buy from you, you cannot
have a great database. Advertising greatly increases your chances of success. You can't
attract new customers if they are not comfortable with you.

226.
Act now!- It puts customers into an action mood when they see the phrase. Create
a need for the product first. Offer a good demonstration of the product, if needed. In
seeking happiness for others, you find it for yourself. Give high value information that
makes people feel connected and obligated to get more information from you. Convince
the customer that he needs the product in the first place.

227.
Send your name- This brings curiosity to the customer. Now yes there are certain
extenuating circumstances that you would make an impression with customers. This is
obviously one of the more important aspects of the business world which you need with
this phrase. While you want to make a profit to stay afloat in the business world, you
have the customers to yourself. You also need to make sure you are still fairly
competitive with other business of the same kind and maybe a little lower with more
products to offer.

228.
All sent free to introduce- the word ‘free’ attracts customers to you. Knowledge of
the product you are selling is what your customer wants to know. And you have the
desired result you need.If you are looking to attract prospects, convert them to customers
and keep them coming back, this is what you need. The key to success is to make the
connection between content and their need. The larger the prize, the more new clients we
get in return.

229.
Amazing literature- Everyone needs great information. Inbound marketing is not
about the tools you use; it's about how you use the tools. The people who enjoy those are
people who generally enjoy the types of unique products and gifts we offer.People like to
chat, especially stay at home moms who don’t get out often. Successful inbound
marketing can follow a customer through their entire lifecycle.

230.
Cheap- It gets customers close to you when they find a way to save money. Soon
they'll start coming to you easily and effortlessly because you are clear on how to market
and attract them.By establishing yourself as a pleasant person to work with, you’ll be
much more likely to attract new business and partnerships.

231.
Ask for free folder- You put customers on toes to order. A lesser known truth
about product selling is that you should avoid ‘selling’ and start ‘presenting’ the

product. Whatever your business, it’s important to automate your processes and appear
modern. So, get clear on whom you see yourself helping, get a good picture of who that
person is and create product and services to solve their problems.

232.
Bargain lists sent free- This is what gives customers something to look at for.
Provide an environment that they will feel safe in. You can do the same when you look
the part. You can't attract new customers when they don't know you exist. It's great when
a web site guarantees your profitability. Make the customer feel comfortable with your
product or service.

233.
Be first to qualify- It is a driving force that brings customers to you. Words that
are exciting and attractive for customers which is the reason why you can make
exceptional difference. .Many businesses lack proper customer service and eventually, it
cripples them. This is what you can take care of with your words. Customers appreciate
trustworthy people which are what you are able to do with this attraction word.

234.
Booklet free- Oh yes! The free give out stands a chance of attraction. Advertising
greatly increases your chances of success. You can't attract new customers if they are not
comfortable with you. Advertise yourself. Let people know you exist. If, they can't buy
from you, you cannot have a great database.

235.
Choose- The choice is what will attract customers to you. Are you wondering how
you’re going to increase sales? If you treat customers with the utmost respect and
patience, they come to you. People will learn through word-of-mouth that your company
is a reputable brand to do conduct business with. Finding new customers is a fundamental
challenge for every business.

236.
Beautiful- Good things will always make people come to you. People don't know
where you are and what you do. Without a good plan, and the proper execution,
businesses die very quickly. A business dies every two hours. It's nice when you can open

a business and attract new customers the next day. But none of those things happen
without good planning.

237.
Better- This means there is something better than the former. This is a basic fact
of business. An effective message gives people reasons to spend their money with your
business. If you don't spend any money, you won't be making any. These are easy
techniques that you can use yourself.

238.
Big-Quality makes a difference in the mind of a customer. An effective message
attracts new customers. Be proactive when you do this. Give people reasons to buy. By
anticipating your customers’ needs and responding to them without being asked.

239.
Colorful- For ladies, color gives them a direction. Your ideal clients are the
people who see the value in your efforts, seek out your services and are willing to invest
in your services and pay you what you are worth. Whether you’re dealing with clients,
colleagues, employees, or the competition, it’s important to maintain a fully professional
demeanor at all times.

240.
Colossal- Another big thing to think of when seen. This is determining who is
most likely to be interested in buying from you. You represent your business more than
anyone associated with it. The best way to grow a thriving business is to focus your
marketing to attract your ideal client.

241.
Complete- This gets a wholeness of what you want to offer.Having clarity about
the kind of customers you want, how you want them to respond and interact with you is
very important to attracting your ideal clients into your business. Always contribute
productive, constructive feedback in meetings and presentations, rather than shooting
down ideas.

242.
Confidential- It brings safety and assurance to the customer. Match the kind of
customer to the product. The product’s objectives must adhere to the customer’s needs.
Without this, the whole purpose of marketing will be defeated. A lot of individuals have
made tons of money to invest in you if you can attract them. This helps to build the
relationship and they are more likely to bring others who think like them to your events
as well.

243.
Crammed- It raises eyebrows and put interest. Customization can help create that
edge that will help your organization deliver a superior customer experience. A customer
will be attracted to trustworthy marketing. It all means nothing if you aren't making a
positive impact on the world. Marketing is about understanding your customers with such
depth and clarity that you can empower and encourage them to be evangelists for your
cause or company.

244.
Delivered in 24 hours- It ends the time challenge. You need to make sure you can
deliver even when life interferes. Then, when life is not tripping you up, you will be able
to deliver more than what you promised. When you over deliver, you will WOW your
client. They will feel they are getting more bang for their buck.

245.
Direct and Fast- You have given them the trust that they have you to depend on.
People like to promise the world and then often have trouble meeting their commitments.
Only promise what you know you can deliver. There will be times life gets in your way.
Personal, family, work, or tech issues will all trip you up.

246.
Discount & Quality- These two words fuse to give customers something to. Stay
in very close contact with your client. Show your customer that you care about them
personally and that you offer quality at a fair price; that is the foundation for a lasting
relationship. Take the time to understand the customer

247.
Easily- no one wants something difficult or complex to operate. Great marketing
and great communities of interest turn passive onlookers into active customers of and
contributors to your product. So many people seek out small companies because they
want to form more intimate relationships and have personalized experiences. .

248.
Endorsed- This means the customer is getting a trusted product.You can take
advantage of this. People remember the kindness and smiles you share with them and
how you made them feel, not what kind of car you drove or what designer clothing you
wore

249.
Enormous & Cool- The customer believes this will give an innovative feature. Go
above and beyond of what is expected of you. The extra effort will pay off in the long run
by not only keeping the clients you have.

250.
Excellent- A customer will love to have something that is not inferior.Put that
special touch on at the end of your business activities. Recognize businesses and their
personnel by name, allow them to be the first to take advantage of special offerings and
discounts, recognize them for contributing to your businesses' success and check to see if
they are pleased with the services/products you offer.

251.
Hot- Everyone would want something that would a difference. If this matches
their clients' terminology, everything flows, but if the clients have a different mental
framework, then a disconnect will hold you back. And you see them coming to you.

252.
Trending- It gets the attention of your customer.By establishing yourself as a
pleasant person to work with, you’ll be much more likely to attract new business and
partnerships. Soon they'll start coming to you easily and effortlessly because you are
clear on how to market and attract them.

253.
You have experts- Professionalism will drive customers to you.It usually only
takes a few minutes to fix an error, and you show them by example, not by selling, the
true value of hiring a professional. Yes, many times I never hear from them again, but
when I do, they are a customer for life.

254.
Famous- the word gives them courage and confidence. When you dig deeper into
who your clients are, you'll get vital insights into their unique language. This is huge.
Certain words make your clients light up and others fall flat. Talk to leaders about order,
strategies, and productivity. Teachers speak of training, courses, and methods of study.
Most entrepreneurs speak their own language.
255.
Fascinating- amazing word to attract customers. Create customer loyalty by being
a superhero. Many small business owners try doing it themselves to save costs and find
themselves in trouble. That's when I fly in like Superman and save them... for free. "No
need to thank me, ma'am/sir."

256.
Fortune- This word gives the customer a rich perceptive about you. The first two
minutes of the product orientation will create an impact on the customer. Remain patient
and be optimistic until then. Customer relationships will not spring forth overnight, but
will evolve over time. These types of gifts will draw your ideal clients to you because
they'll come seeking more info from you. Keep the best words at the surface.

257.
Full and gorgeous- You attract people to see what the phrase is leading them to.It
is important that all the employees in your business have a full understanding of the
products you're selling. In this way, when a customer asks any of them about a certain

product, they can be in a position to explain to them in full details including advising on
the better quality products to purchase.

258.
Genuine-real and certain for customers to read. This skill largely helps on how to
attract more customers. Build a genuine relationship with them that will make it difficult
for them to desire to go anywhere else for business. By showing the customer that they
come first, are sincerely valued and that they are being given loyalty, it should warrant a
mutual response.

259.
Gift for you-it tempts customers. A great way to create this irresistible offer,
think of five things that you would want someone to give you free. A business has to
provide products that will satisfy all kinds of customers. If you are in business only to
make money you will fail. Everyone has a free offer, you have to make yours super
enticing so you can stand out.

260.
Simply gigantic- With this you have something to look up to. Everywhere you go
everyone and anyone will tell you that one of the most important things to making a
successful business. Nothing is more appealing then knowing if you drive down the road
a mile you’ll find the same product for two dollars cheaper. This will create room for
people especially perfectionist. You can have lower prices but offer more product and
more brands to attract customers.

261.
Greatest- The customer would want to see what makes the greatest on your
product. Whatever your business, it’s important to automate your processes and appear
modern. So, get clear on whom you see yourself helping, get a good picture of who that
person is and create product and services to solve their problems. A lesser known truth
about product selling is that you should avoid ‘selling’ and start ‘presenting’ the product.

262.
Guaranteed- This leaves you with nothing to worry over when it comes to
assurance. ‘In seeking happiness for others, you find it for yourself.’ Give high value
information that makes people feel connected and obligated to get more information from

you. Create a need for the product first. Offer a good demonstration of the product, if
needed. Convince the customer that he needs the product in the first place.

263.
One Thing Helpful- The customer will want to know what makes it helpful to
them.

264.
A lot of individuals have made tons of money to invest in you if you can attract
them. This helps to build the relationship and they are more likely to bring others who
think like them to your events as well. Match the kind of customer to the product. The
product’s objectives must adhere to the customer’s needs. Without this, the whole
purpose of marketing will be defeated.

265.
Highest offer- This levels customers with something to look up to in terms of
promotion. These types of gifts will draw your ideal clients to you because they'll come
seeking more info from you. Keep the best words at the surface. The first two minutes of
the product orientation will create an impact on the customer. Remain patient and be
optimistic until then. Customer relationships will not spring forth overnight, but will
evolve over time.

266.
Huge- Something that brings customers to you. Successful inbound marketing can
follow a customer through their entire lifecycle. Inbound marketing is not about the tools
you use; it's about how you use the tools. The people who enjoy those are people who
generally enjoy the types of unique products and gifts we offer. People like to chat,
especially stay at home moms who don’t get out often.

267.
Immediately- the time frame brings customers closer to your profile. Knowledge
of the product you are selling is what your customer wants to know. And you have the
desired result you need.Now yes there are certain extenuating circumstances that you
would make an impression with customers. This is obviously one of the more important
aspects of the business world which you need with this phrase.

268.
Improved- This word has something classic and innovative to customers. While
you want to make a profit to stay afloat in the business world, you have the customers to
yourself. This will offset the lower prices. Word of mouth travels extremely fast and we
all know that when we hear something. You also need to make sure you are still fairly
competitive with other business of the same kind and maybe a little lower with more
products to offer.

269.
Informative- Information is very important for every customer.It is very crucial
that all employees have complete knowledge in the product or services being offered in a
business. With this your customer will understand what you do. Remember that business
is all about serving others. The more a business is about serving others and the less it is
about you and your needs the better it will work.

270.
Instructive- With this you got something special to give your customers.
Businesses need to share this informational content and have it written for prospects that
are in research mode. And you have this to make your customers trust you. You attract
new customers with this phrase. Your goal is to create awareness and make sure that your
solution meets the buyers’ need.

271.
Interesting and exciting- It makes the whole customer attraction sense with these
two words. Once you understand who your customer is you will better be able to identify
with your phrase. Businesses that successfully convert new customers from social
media create and distribute content that provides proof points to the sale with this.
272.
Largest- This word supersedes a lot of expectations for customers.You build
guest loyalty by taking care of them while they are in your bar. Make this the foundation
for all your decision making and more customers will be there. When people leave happy,
they become long-term customers and tell their friends.

273.
Latest- innovative, advancing and exceptional is what this is all about. Content
that assists in meeting this goal proves that your solution provides more value.Customers
were more trustworthy of companies that admitted “strategic failings”, over those that
blamed external sources on the problem , even if they were true. It’s not only an
important component of targeting and qualifying the best prospect for your offer.

274.
Lavishly- Bestowed and rewarding which is why this word is hot. But also an
effective way to discover new ideas, different angles, captivating storylines, unsought
benefits, and appropriate length and language of your copy that will convert more.

275.
Liberal.- it makes it possible for customers as they are able to choose. If you want
to build a fan base of peeps that will follow you everywhere, the key is empathy. Like
everyone else, your customers want to be understood and know that your service or
product meets their needs. So, take the time to get to know the problems your customers
are trying to solve and make sure your marketing approach and in-person interactions
speak to those

276.
Lifetime- This expands the duration of time the customer expects at the end of
the day. Leave your best idea in the comments .Take a look at your current customer
base, if your business is already operating. Identify the products or services that interest
your current customers and determine what benefits these customers get from those
services.

277.
Limited- this puts the customer on toes to act. This creates trust and loyalty. Even
if the response is brief and notes that you are unable to respond in full until later. The
customer will appreciate knowing that you have received their message and intend to
give it attention.

278.
Lowest- Like limited, it gives the customer something to look at.Understand that
what you sell or provide is not what is important to your Prospect or Customer/Client.

What is important to them is what you can do for them. What problem can you solve?
What need can you meet?

279.
Magic- This is life which is what a lot of people wants around them. How can
your customers not love you if you're always awesome? Normal or average will not
increase loyalty or create fanatics. Consider this, the word "ordinary" = the Greek or
Latin word "idiota" which means ordinary or layman and is also the origin for idiot.

280.
We can hear you out- By asking how you can help, you begin the dialogue on a
positive note. A customer will be attracted to trustworthy marketing. It all means nothing
if you aren't making a positive impact on the world. Customization can help create that
edge that will help your organization deliver a superior customer experience. Marketing
is about understanding your customers with such depth and clarity that you can empower
and encourage them to be evangelists for your cause or company.

281.
Mammoth- Huge, biggest and largest with mammoth pulls the customer
together.Customers and clients love big bold promises that make their lives better and
keep their costs down. Don't be shy about upping your promise-making. Kept promises
become your word of mouth and your brand. Make great promises and then make your
business best at what your customers want most.

282.
Powerful- Influence and power is what a lot of customers would love to make use.
You should keep track of your competitors' sales in order to avoid overcharging goods
just to gain profits. This may lead to majority of your customers going to your
competitors store to purchase commodities. Have a fair pricing system for your products
and also offer sales at different times of the year to attract customers

283.
Practical- This makes it realistic to customers. They are the only ones who will
put money in your bank account. And this makes sure that you direct you message to the

customer and not to some general population. This makes your business special and
attractive. And customer will get attracted to you.. Use this image when you are creating
marketing campaigns.

284.
Professional for you- The mention of the word professional is what may sell you
fast.This creates a mental image of a customer you would like to serve. This is because
customers are the focal point of your business. Understand your customer better when
you make use of the word. This motivates them to attract your product.

285.
Profitable- Yes! Everyone loves what gives them profit. Loyalty is bred from
home run human connections. It's no secret that the humanization of business is
happening right now. Anything human wins. Real, solid, meaningful heart to heart stuff
will always be king.

286.
Profusely hot- customers would drive toward you when you make use of this
phrase. Too many people miss opportunities to hit home runs. After doing business with
someone, following up every now and then with an actual thank you card and a box of
chocolates in the mail is a massive home run. We're in the game of trust points and
emotional impacts.

287.
Proven & tested- a customer will be able to trust and get comfortable with
you.Do small things that will stick in your customers' minds. I find that links to articles of
interest to my clients work very well. Most of my clients are too busy to spend a lot of
time on the internet. I always pass along links to articles or books that may interest them.
This positions me as someone who is in the know

288.
Quality- Nothing stands out as quality for customers. Identify which customer
categories have the greatest need for your products. Look at the types of customers who
are likely to purchase your products and use your services. Consider things such as age,
gender, income level, marital status, occupation, educational level, gender and ethnic
background.

289.
Quickly- This is what would drive customers to you. Then targeting and
connecting with your market as much as possible should be the obvious next step.
However, this is where many marketers fail, for they are trying to be “all things to all
people” and attempt to market their product to everyone.

290.
Rare of its kind- You cannot miss any customer with this hot selling word. Do
small things that will stick in your customers' minds. I find that links to articles of interest
to my clients work very well. Most of my clients are too busy to spend a lot of time on
the internet. I always pass along links to articles or books that may interest them. This
positions me as someone who is in the know.

291.
Reduced- time and money saving is something that brings customers to
you.People like to be appreciated. Sometimes new business is simply a matter of
prospecting. Whether it is making cold calls or sending out proposals, every so often you
just gotta do it. The target market is the actual customer group, or audience, in which
your business will attempt to sell its products and services

292.
Refundable- And customers would not want to lose out which is why refundable
is excellent. Although it is impossible to capture every customer within your target
market, gearing your services toward the identified market will make sales much easier.
When you give the refundable option, customers trust you.

293.
Remarkable- This is what you need to present to your customers . Advertising is
great and can lead to new customers for sure. The problem is that it is inherently biased;
it is you tooting your own horn. Creating an incentive referral program is simple and it
can yield great results. The key is to give people a reason to refer business to you
294.
Reliable & Recommendable- This phrase will sell you fast.Again, the idea is the
same – if you keep doing the same thing, offering the same old products. And marketing
them the same old way. it is the same old people who will notice them. Offering a
different product, or product line, and letting people know about it, does that.

295.
Revealing- No hidden charges when it comes to revealing to you. What can a
small business do to get new customers while on a tight budget? Words are powerful, this
is reason why you need to make use. Any small business, you likely have some
marketing tricks that work. And, also like most small businesses. I bet you use them
again and again.

296.
New and Better- You have their attention with this phrase. This was such a simple
act of kindness and also part of the services you offers to them. Doing something like
this sets you apart because it shows your passion for what you do. You'd be surprised at
how few of your customers are aware of all the wonderful things your business does.

297.
Scarce- It makes customers feel the need for urgency.This strategy is ideal for
service businesses and professional service firms. First, take a hard look at who your
customers are: What’s missing that you can provide? To get to that answer, start paying
attention to the things your customers do and say. This is what is needed to get those
customers to you

298.
Secrets- They want to hear your secrets .With this strategy, you’re taking money
you would have spent on advertising and literally giving it to your customer .Put your
advertising dollars in the hands of customers. So your advertising money walks back to
your business in the hands of a new customer. Your commitment to your customers and it
allows you to feature your products and services.

299.
Security- customers needs to be assured they would have a great safety with you
.You have so many wonderful and creative opportunities to stand out this holiday season
and get new customers without cutting prices and margins to the bone. This is a
ridiculously profitable and successful strategy—yet few retailers have the guts to do it. I
encourage you to give it a try. Granted, everyone loves to get a great deal. And you have
provided that with your offer.
300.
I can solve that problem-a lot of customers especially business to business
customers are looking to buy solutions. People remember the kindness and smiles you
share with them and how you made them feel, not what kind of car you drove or what
designer clothing you wore.

301.
We don’t know but we will find out- a truly difficult question that requires
research on your part, it is this that will sell you.Great marketing and great communities
of interest turn passive onlookers into active customers of and contributors to your
product. So many people seek out small companies because they want to form more
intimate relationships and have personalized experiences. You can take advantage of this.

302.
You have been selected- The customer begins to wonder what you are up to. This
is a very important key to acquiring and attracting customers. You should be constantly
building a database of your customers, and using a good customer relationship
management software program to keep track of them. You do this in a number of ways

303.
Sensational and innovative- The insight of this phrase will send customers coming
to you. If you want your clients to come back again and again, do one simple thing; give
your clients more than they expect at a fee that is less than they expect. How do you do
that? A customer's loyalty to your company, as well as your products or services, is
directly proportional to the loyalty you show them. The avenue called business is a twoway street.

